
Tho¡pis l¡ïüç information sva¡lfrble en
ventilatlon rlles in façtorio¡, evpa lho$gh
fhBy c¡uld.qßeoùnl for alaqe propqrlion of

¡f,or4pared llings,
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lairly reçently that much research has bcen
doqe on this topic. One suçh projcçt is the
Factofiçs Research Progra¡nme of thç Welsh
Schopl ofArchitecture. This project sets out
to provide, amorlg other things, i¡rfprr¡atlon
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on designing and constructing facto?i,es to
have lower air infiltration r¿tes. This reduces
enç¡gy consumption while at the same time
maintains adequate ventilation rates for the
occupants. The terrn 'jnfiltration'refers to
air flow through openirÌgs which are not
purpose'provided; however, no distinction
will be made here, ie jnliltration will be
included in the term'ventilation'.

Parf of the project required
investigaling the ventilation of two factories
and Watson House was âsked to assisL
Faciory I is typical ofcurr€nl design.
Factory 2 was dcsignçd to be more energy
efficient, it has increased levels of insularion
and a tighter method of construction was
specifiad with the aim of preventing
excessive ventilation. Apart from this the
façtories are sir[ilar. They are both open-
plan and fairly small compared with some
factories; lheir volume¡ are 1300 mr and
Fl0m1 rcspectively, These volumes are,
hbwever, very laige cômpared.to dwellings
and this point was of partieular inlerest
because the intention l%s to make use ol
experimental techniques specifically
developed for dwellings. Fig. 1 shows the
relativç positions of the factories on the site.
The site itsclf isoperaied þ the Welsh
Development Agency which was also
responsíble for the design ol the iactories.

Experi mental obiectives
The primary aim of the experiments was to
find out the ventilaríon rates which could be
expected ín each factory ¿nd at the same
time determine wheiher the design objective
of reduced infiltration for Factory 2 had
been achieved.

The first question to be asked when
investigating nâtural ve¡ttilation is whether
actual measurements of ventìlation rates are
necessary of will air leakage measurements
be sufflcier¡t. This quesrion is asked because
it is generally much easier and quicker to
fleåsure air leakage lhan it is ro meâsure
ventilatìon râtei at l€asr for small buildings
strch as houses. The áir leakage gives an
indication ol the total open area of the
openings in the envelope ofâ building. Ir is
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Fig, I: Plan oJsite.



measur€d by pressurising the building to a
specified level using a large fan. The flow
rate through the fan is the air leakage at the
specified pressure. The problem with air
leakage is that it is not simply related to
ventilation rate which depends on other
factors (notably weather conditions,
building shape and position) in addition to
the total area of openings. For this reason,
air leakage measurements are best used for
comparative purposes. For example, when
two similar buildings are on the same site the
major cause of any differences in their
ventilation rates is Iikely to be differences in
their leakages. This, of course, is the
situation for the two factories. So it could be
argued that it was only necessary to measure
ventilation rates in one factory because the
rates in the second could be estimated from
a comparison of their leakages; and this was
what was done. However, it must be stressed
that air leakage measurements are generally
a poor substitute for accurate ventilation
measurements. Even for comparative
purposes, air leakages can give misleading
results. The underlying reason for this is that
air leakages are measured at pressures which
are much greater than those occurring with
natural ventilation.

Air Iæakage

Air leakage rates were measured using the
Watson House Leakage Gster. Each rlnit
consists of a cylindrical duct mounted on
large wheels for manoeuvrabilitv. The

Fig. 2: Leakage meesurement in Faclory 2

Experimental equipment

Ventilation Rates

The Watson House Autovent system was
used to monitor ventilation rates by the
constant concentration technique. Artificial
mixing was provided by 17 desli fans, six of
which were placed at high level. Tèmporary

electric fan heaters also enhanced the
mixing. Most measurements were made with
N, O as the primary t¡acer gas, but in some
cases SFu was used, although with less
accuracy.

As its name implies, the constant
concentration technique relies on
maintaining the concentration of a tracer
gas at a specified value. This is achieved with
a computer control system which
periodically injects tracer gas in calculated
amounts at up ro 12 points in the building.
The ventilation rate over a given period
(eg half an hour) is simply equal to the total
amount of gas injected over that period,
multiplied by a known facror.

Using the techniques
Although using the air leakage equipment in
a factory presents no fundarnentãl

certainly be insufficient to generare a
significant pressure in the factories.
Therefore, three units were used in parallel,
giving a maximum flow rate of 3.0 mrls
(see Fig. 2). This was adequate for Factory 2
butnotforFactory 1.

Application olthe Autovent system to
large open-plan buildings presents rather

constant concentratión technique to work
properly. This is intportantbecause the
number of injection poirtts is limited to a
maximum of 12 in the ctrrrent Autbvent
system and each point woutd be eoliiog with
a much larger volume. .A,lso, unlikerooms in
a dwelling, the individual volurit'es,are not
separated by internal wafls. In,view of this,
special tests ìilere carried out to chec.k that
acceptable control of the tracer gas could be
achieved simply by using a larger number of
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Fig. 3: Air leakage of Factories I and 2.



mixing fans. Adequate control was possible,
and it transpired that the biggest problem
was shortage of tracer gas supplies, resulting
from the unexpectedly high ventilation rates
found in Factory L

Results
Air Iæakage

It is common practice to quote the air
leakages of buildings at a pressure of 50 Pa
(ie the fan flow rate required to pressurise
the building to 50 Pa). However, Factory I
was much too leaky and only a low level of'
pressure could be obtained with the three
fans. Factory 2 was much tighter and 50 PA
was achieved; this can be seen in Fig. 3 which
shows flow rates plotted against pressure.
The comparison between the two buildings,
however, has to be made at the low pressures,
where measurement errors are likely to be at
their largest. Nevertheless, it is obvious that
Factory 2 is much tighter, with a leakage
approximately one quarter that of Factory l.

A visual inspection of Factory I
revealed that the loading bay door was a
large source of leakage, whereas in Factory 2
the door was much better sealed. The effect
ol sealing the door on Factory 2's leakage is
shown in Fig. 3; the effect of sealing the
door on Factory I's ventilation rate is

described below. Fig. 4 shows the temporary
sealing being applied.

Ventilation Rates

The results of the measurements in Factory I
are shown in Fig. 5 as air change rate plotted
against wind speed. Above about 3 m/s wind

Fig.4: Sealing the loading door ofFactory I.

becomes the determining factor of the
ventilation rate. Below this speed,
temperature difference (the so-called 'stack
effect') becomes more important. On the
basis of these results, and knowing the
weather conditions over a heating season, an

'average' value for the air change rate was
estimated to be approximately l.4h-r.
When the heating for Factory I had been
sized an air change rate of 2.0h- t was
chosen. Although not known at the time, the
measurements suggest this was a reasonable
choice as they indicate that 2.0 h- | would be
exceeded approximately 10 per cent of the
time.

When the system for Factory 2 was
sized an air change rate of L0 h- ' was
chosen to ¡eflect the anticipated reduction in
leakage. On the basis of the comparative
leakages of the two factories, and taking
into account their different volumes, the
'aveÍage' ventilation rate of Factory 2 was
estimated to be 0.6 h-r . Again this suggests
that the design rate is reasonable.

Returning to Factory I and the results
in Fig. 5, one can see the effect on the air
change rate of sealing the loading bay door.
The reduction is quite dramatic
(approximately 45 per cent) and it appears
that this is potentially a very cost-effective
measure.

Conclusions
Experimental techniques for investigating
ventilation in dwellings can be applied to
larger open-plan buildings such as the two
factories considered here. Problems of scale
do arise but with the present buildings they
were not too serious and some very useful
results were obtained. In particular, the
ventilation rate ofFactory I and its
dependence on \üeather conditions was
determined and it was shown that sealing the
loading bay door is a potentially cost-
effective means of reducing energy
consumption. The leakage tests have shown
that the design objective of obtaining a
tighter construction for Factory 2 has been
successful.Fig. 5: Air change rates of Factot'y I showing efJect of sealing loading door.
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